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Cantilever Bracket
CB240
Introduction

◇

Cantilever Bracket CB240 is an economic, durable and easy to use
system that provides a safe and versatile solution to climbing vertical
shuttering support and protected working area that is ideal for high
structures with successive lifts.

◇

Due to its high level of ﬂexibility and adaptability, the CB 240 system
can be used in almost any situation where a vertical formwork or
edge protection system is required.

◇

It can be used in conjunction with a self-climbing system or anchored
directly to the existing structure.

◇

It is compatible with a wide variety of different formwork shuttering
systems and can also be used as a standalone external climbing edge
protection system.
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◇

The system has a high load capacity
of 50kn per bracket and up to 6m
shuttering capability, providing a
safe working area during all stages of
operation. The main platform has a large
2.4m wide working area and allows for
shutter retraction of up to 75cm from
the concrete surface.

Characteristics
◇

The Cantilever Bracket CB240 can be easily erected,
adjusted and struck without the use of crane and can
be shifted vertically individually or as a joint system
comprised of multiple units. With its capability of
variable angle, the degree of incline can easily be
adjusted and/or ﬁxed to whatever the structural
requirements are.

◇

The system is optimal for multiple swift work-cycles,
with its low maintenance and reduced manpower
required for shuttering and de-shuttering, the
simpliﬁed erection procedure greatly reduces
the possibility of human error and subsequently
increases structural accuracy and safety.

◇

◇

The Cantilever Bracket CB240 is designed and
manufactured in accordance with BS EN 12182 :
2008, code of practice for false work
The succeeding instructions for assembly and
application have to be carefully read as it contains
detailed information regarding the proper application
and handling of the BaiLi Cantilever Bracket CB240
System. All instructions concerning technical
operation and function have to be observed carefully.

◇

◇

◇

In order to ensure a technical and safe use of our
product, all relevant national safety rules and
regulations and safety instructions of national
institutes and/or local authorities have to be
observed. In general, only undamaged material and
components which are in proper condition must be
used. It is important that damaged components are
sorted out and removed from the construction site.
In case of repairs, only original spare parts of BAILI
must be used.
The use of BaiLi Formwork Systems combined
with other supplier’s materials may involve certain
dangers and require an additional inspection and
quality check by our formwork specialist.
Due to technical development of our system, we
would like to emphasize that BaiLi reserves the right
to revise, change, or modify any of the product’s
components at any time without prior notice.
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Cantilever Bracket CB240
Accessories
Climbing Bracket

Retrusive Set

Vertical Waler

Aligning Strut

Platform Bracket

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

88.26

04160100

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

25.68

04160200

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

67.66

04160300

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

14.45

04160400

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

8.43
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04160500

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

Suspended platform Unit-1

Suspended platform Unit-2

Suspended Platform Beam

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

12.37

04160600

Weight(Kg)

Item No.

20.70

04160700

Weight(Kg)
5.79

Safe Pin

Weight(Kg)
0.6

Pin for Vertical Waling

Weight(Kg)
0.32

Item No.

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

04160800

Item No.
04160900

Item No.
04161000

φ20X254

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

φ20X120
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Cantilever Bracket CB240

Adjusting Spindle

Weight(Kg)
3.34

Fastening

Weight(Kg)
0.82

Connector

Weight(Kg)
0.59

Wind Anchorage Lower
Element

Weight(Kg)

Wind Anchorage Upper
Element

Weight(Kg)

Position Bolt

Weight(Kg)

0.65

1.35

0.5
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Item No.

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

04161100

Item No.
04161200

Item No.
04161300

Item No.
04161400

Item No.
04161500

Item No.
04161600

M30X50

WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

Nailable Fixing Disc

Weight(Kg)
0.27

Tensile Bolt

Weight(Kg)
0.79

Climbing Cone

Weight(Kg)
1.64

Stop Anchor

Weight(Kg)
0.65

Anchor Plate

Weight(Kg)
0.50

Tie Rod

Weight(Kg)
0.45

Item No.
04161700

Item No.
04161800

Item No.
04161900

Item No.
04162000

Item No.
04162100

Item No.
04162200

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

M30

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

M30X110

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

M30/D15

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

D15*115

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

D15

Spec. & tech. parameter

Remarks

D15*300
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Cantilever Bracket CB240

Pouring Process and the Installation Sequence
The Concrete Pouring Process
The first pouring:
Before pouring, fix the anchor system on the plywood by M30 jack bolt or construction
bolt. Reinforce the formwork use wall- through tie rods.

Timber beam
Waling
Washer plate
Wing nut(D15)
Bowl-climbing cone
The rod(D15)
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WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

Anchor assembly:
Anchor plate, high-strength bolt and climbing cone are connected by thread. The warning line of high-strength bolt
should be screwed into the climbing cone and anchor plate to ensure the length of thread connection.

Position Bolt

Anchor system fixed on the plywood:
Before the first pouring, anchor is fixed in the panel
by M30 bolts. After pouring, bore a hole in the panel
according to the position bolt.

The second and subsequent pouring, anchor and
panel are connected by the M30 bolt.
You should smear agent on the climbing which
can facilitate to unload climbing cone.
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Cantilever Bracket CB240

Only for the first concrete pouring
Formwork Removal and Tensile Bolt Installation:
After pouring, remove the jack bolt or construction bolt, then move the formwork away
and install the anchor bearing and tensile bolt into the climbing cone.
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WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

Climbing bracket

Safe pin

The second pouring(the first lift):
Lift the formwork in position and install climbing
bracket that hang the bracket on the anchor shoe
and insert a safe pin. After the first pouring, remove
the formwork and bracket, and clean the surface of
formwork, then lift the climbing bracket and hang
it onto the anchor according to the design drawing.

You must adjust the verticality of formwork by pullpush prop and pull the lower edge of formwork to
the surface of finished concrete to ensure that there
are no spillages and the formwork cover whole edge
of wall.
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The third pouring(the second lift):
Fix suspended platform under the first climbing bracket to remove the tensile bolt and
climbing cone for reusing, and then fill the holes left by climbing cone, clean the surface
of formwork. This pouring process is the standard pouring; the following process is the
same until the work is finished.

Lifting platform vertical pole

Lifting platform beam
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WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

The Assemble Process
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Put two wood panels whose dimension is 300mm×2440
mm as the distance between two climbing cone on the
floor. There are two keys to make two axes of panel
parallel that the angle of connecting line between board
and centre line is 90 °, the error of two diagonals is less
than 2mm. Put the climbing bracket as left picture to
ensure centre line distance of climbing brackets is equal
to the distance of climbing cone. The error of climbing
bracket diagonals is less than 2mm. Connect the upright
of platform by clamp and add the steel tubes.

Install the climbing bracket platform which is required
to fix firmly and bore holes at the position where it is
conflict with other parts to ensure its use. Then correct
the middle distance of climbing brackets to make sure it
is equal to the distance of climbing cone again. Lay the
manhole in the platform according to the working site,
and reinforce around the sides with wooden blocks so
that can connect with the platform whole.
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Cantilever Bracket CB240

Lift the whole bracket and hang it onto the tensile bolt
which had been fixed in the first pouring and connected
by safe pin.

Put two beams under the formwork and then install
the vertical waling, pull-push prop and jet tied bracket.
Pay your attention to the support of waling regulator
and waling. Install the waling-to-bracket holder and fix
the jet tied bracket firmly by clamp. Lay the spigot of
vertical waling and the steel tubes according to the size
of formwork to ensure the overall firmness.
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WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

Install the topmost platform firmly and flat then bore
holes at the position where it is conflict with parts to
ensure the use.

Lift the whole bracket and install onto the retrusive set
of climbing bracket. Adjust the angle by pull-push prop
to correct the formwork and finish the lifting.
Every two brackets is one lifting unit, make each cross
waling connected overall by shaft squaring connector.
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Cantilever Bracket CB240

The Formwork Carrying Capacity Characteristics
The design and construction load of operating platform are:
The max allowable load of pouring and steel work platform
is: 3KN / m
The max allowable load of retrusive formwork and decline
platform is: 1.5KN / m
In addition to the key components and structural
connections, designing of other steel shear is: FV = 125KN;
tension designing value is: F = 215KN;
When climbing, the compressive strength of concrete is not
less than 15MPa.

Anchor take on the all loads without the other
scaffolding and it is suitable for high altitude
operations.
The formwork can be retracted 600mm integrally.
The formwork is flexible to adjust from all directions.
The inclination can be adjusted by pull-push prop and
the largest angle is up to ±18°.
Reasonable structure and light weight.
The main parts can assemble and disassemble easily.
High versatility and standardization for connection
components.

Attentions
Two brackets of one unit connect with tube Φ48, and the platform should be set up safely and reliably.
The location of anchor must be precise and ensure the error is less than 1mm.
The connection between high-strength bolt and climbing cone must be in place and should ensure that the warning line
of high-strength bolt must be inserted into the climbing cone.
Clean the surface of formwork after removing every time and smear colloid which can facilitate to unload formwork. If
the formwork needs to be putted on the ground, the panel cannot be directly putted on the ground but should lay the
wooden batten under the formwork to ensure formwork turnover.
You must hang the hook of vertical waling to lift the overall unit but the hook of formwork.
You must pull the lower edge of formwork to the surface of finished concrete to ensure that there is no spillage and the
formwork at right position.
The horizontal waling of each unit must be connected by shaft squaring connector and wedge pin to ensure every unit in
one line.
Before pouring the pull-push bolt must be in place according to drawing, so that can ensure the concrete quality.
The tightness of bolts should be regularly checked and screw them tight in time.
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WALL FORMWORK SYSTEM

Safety Measures
During installation and removal of the formwork the workers must wear safety belts which must hang safety belts on
firm frame.
There must be one person who is responsible for directing the lifting.
The scaffolding must meet the safety requirements and the connection of platforms and scaffolding must be firm.
The cantilever phenomenon of springboard should be avoided as far as possible. If necessary you should set up the
springboard as the design and must amend immediately until it can meet the standard or you can’t permit to enter the
next process.
Setting a safety net against falling.
Set the security filed around the pier to prevent injuries.
Before the strength of concrete reach to be 10MPa, you can’t remove the formwork.
The lifting of formwork must be operated during the day. When meet with thunderstorms and stronger than strong
breeze, the work must be stop.
Never operate when two workers are overlapping of position to prevent high-altitude fall.
Prohibited laying weight on cantilevered bracket, the design load of main platform is 3KN/m2 and the suspended
platform and upper platform are 0.75 KN/m2.

Application
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